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a b s t r a c t

Birdsong is a learned motor behavior controlled by an interconnected structure of neural nuclei. This
pathway is bilaterally organized, with anatomically indistinguishable structures in each brain hemi-
sphere. In this work, we present a computational model whose variables are the average activities of dif-
ferent neural nuclei of the song system of oscine birds. Two of the variables are linked to the air sac
pressure and the tension of the labia during canary song production. We show that these time dependent
gestures are capable of driving a model of the vocal organ to synthesize realistic canary like songs.

! 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Birdsong production is a complex behavior that emerges when
a highly specialized peripheral vocal organ, the syrinx, is driven by
a set of well-coordinated physiological instructions. In particular,
the syringeal configuration and the respiratory activity are tuned
so that the proper airflow necessary for phonation is established
(e.g. Mindlin and Laje, 2005; Schmidt and Wild, 2014; Suthers
and Zollinger, 2004). These physiological instructions are gener-
ated by a neural circuitry which is reasonably well characterized
(e.g. Nottebohm et al., 1976; Wild, 1997; Wild et al., 2000). The
song production circuit for oscine birds such as canaries (Serinus
Canaria) includes the dorsomedial nucleus (DM), which projects
to the respiratory pacemaker circuit (nucleus retroambigualis,
RAm and nucleus parambigualis, PAm) and the tracheosyringeal
motor nucleus (nXII). These structures are also found in non-
oscines (Wild et al., 1997). What probably allows oscine birds to
generate far more complex and rich vocalizations than non-
oscines is an additional set of neural nuclei. In oscines, DM con-
nects through n. uvaeformis (Uva) in the thalamus to the telen-
cephalic nucleus HVC (used as proper name), which, in turn,
connects to the robust arcopallial nucleus (RA). RA projects to
the respiratory pacemaker and nXII, closing an indirect pathway
that has not yet been found in non-oscine birds. Fig. 1 summarizes
this description. All these nuclei are necessary for song production
given that lesions in any of them dramatically affect song. It is

worth mentioning that other neural nuclei could be included in
this description (e.g. see Fig. 1 in Ashmore et al., 2005) but in this
work we consider the minimal neural architecture that exhibits
looped connectivity and that is able to generate the appropriate
behavior, i.e. song. However, the amount of knowledge on the
anatomy and function of each of these nuclei differs substantially
because measuring their activity during song production varies
in difficulty (Sturdy et al., 2003).

The physiological instructions required for birdsong production
have been thoroughly studied (e.g. Gardner et al., 2001; Goller and
Larsen, 1997; Goller and Suthers, 1995; Goller and Suthers, 1996a,
b; Mindlin and Laje, 2005; Suthers, 1990). A sufficiently high pres-
sure pulse through the labia (the avian analog to vocal folds) in a
prephonatory position can generate auto-sustained oscillations
that modulate airflow to generate sound. Recently, further evi-
dence was put forward in favor of a myoelastic-aerodynamic
mechanism for avian phonation, the same mechanism used to pro-
duce human speech (Elemans et al., 2015; Titze, 1988). Expiratory
and inspiratory muscles are highly coordinated to generate song. In
canary song, a large repertoire and acoustic diversity can be
achieved using only four types of expiratory pressure pulses, which
are highly conserved across individuals and colonies (Alliende
et al., 2010). An example of a typical canary song that makes use
of all four types of pressure patterns is shown in Fig. 2.

The level of complexity of the neural pathway could easily dis-
suade anyone from trying to model the dynamics of the song sys-
tem. Nevertheless, in the case of canaries, it has been reported that
the pressure patterns used during song can be reproduced as the
solutions of a low dimensional nonlinear dynamical system (see
Fig. 3) (Alonso et al., 2009; Amador and Mindlin, 2014; Trevisan
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et al., 2006). In this figure, we show an experimental time series of
air sac pressure and its synthetic proxy obtained as the solution of
a low dimensional nonlinear system. The model was built as the
neural oscillator shown in Fig. 3b. Note that, in order to generate
the different patterns, the parameters have to be varied as shown
in the bottom panel of Fig. 3b. As is usually the case in nonlinear
systems, what determines the qualitative nature of the solutions
is not a singular choice of the parameters but open sets of the
parameter space in which topological features are preserved. For
details see Alonso et al. (2015).

Assuming that the expiratory pressure pulses during phonation
reflect the average activity of the expiratory related areas of the
respiratory pacemaker (RAm), the following questions can be
posed: 1. Is it possible to formulate a nonlinear model for the
activity of the expiratory related area compatible with its anatomy
that reproduces the observed respiratory patterns when driven by
time dependent functions? 2. Can those input functions be gener-
ated by the neural architecture described above? These questions
led to a computational model (Alonso et al., 2015) capable of
reproducing the air sac pressure patterns measured during song
production (Alliende et al., 2010) as well as explaining the
reported deformation of the pressure patterns during cooling
(Goldin et al., 2013).

A distributed model allows us to reproduce the activity in one
specific nucleus at the expense of having to constrain the activities
of the other nuclei in the song pathway. Therefore, if try to include
in our description the activity of the syringeal motor nucleus nXII,
severe restrictions will arise from the fact that it coexists with a
given respiratory pattern. Each respiratory pattern is the result of
a whole set of nuclei presenting specific activities. Furthermore,
some of the nuclei that participate in the generation of the respira-
tory pattern are inputs to nXII as well. It is then natural to ask
whether this integrated, highly constrained architecture can gener-
ate the appropriate nXII activity patterns in order to generate can-
ary song. In this work we test the hypothesis that, by adjusting
only the relative weights of the inputs to nXII, the distributed activ-
ity patterns associated to a pressure pulse will drive nXII to gener-
ate the appropriate solutions, i.e. sound with a plausible temporal
modulation of the fundamental frequency.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Conceptual description of the integrative model of the song system

The empirical model used to generate the canary pressure pat-
terns is built in a modular way. The first module in the model is a
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the architecture of the song system. The circles represent the nuclei that participate in our description. The arrows represent the connections between
different nuclei. The abbreviations correspond to those in the text. Note the bilateral and circular nature of the song system’s architecture, a central feature of the model
presented in this manuscript.
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Fig. 2. Experimental measurement of typical canary song and air sac pressure. (a) Experimental sonogram of a complete canary song. (b) Air sac pressure patterns produced
during song. Colored lines below the pressure patterns represent different types of pressure gestures. We use the same color coding as in Fig. 3.
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neural motif for the expiratory related area (putatively RAm), with
excitatory and inhibitory populations (see Fig. 3b). We require that
the activity of the excitatory population fits the measured pressure
patterns (see Fig. 3a). Details of the temporal forcing that is neces-
sary in order to obtain the appropriate pressure patterns (bottom
of Fig. 3c) can be found in Amador and Mindlin (2014).

This basic motif is embedded within a larger set of nuclei in the
circular model, and more than one nucleus affects its dynamics
(see Fig. 1). The expiratory related motif receives inputs from an
‘‘initiating area” in the brainstem (hereafter referred to as IA;
putatively DM). The model assumes that the IA also projects
through Uva to the telencephalon. In this description, the first
stage of the telencephalic part of the song system is HVC, followed
by RA. The activity of HVC is modeled as a constant basal
component that could be different for different syllables plus
bursts elicited by the inputs from the thalamus. HVC activity then
serves as input to RA. The activity of the excitatory population in
RA is fed back to the expiratory related area, closing a ‘‘circular”
description of the song system. This model was described in
Alonso et al. (2015), and its solutions compared with the typical
pressure patterns used by canaries during song production. The
inspiratory related area (IR) (putatively Pam), is active during
silent periods, and receives inputs from RA and the expiratory
related area. The nucleus nXII is modeled as an excitatory popula-
tion which receives inputs from RA, the expiratory related area,
the inspiratory related area and the IA.

2.2. Mathematical implementation of the integrative model of the song
system

The variables in our model are the set-average activities of the
neurons in a set of interconnected areas (Hoppensteadt and
Izhikevich, 1997). The dynamics for these variables are ruled by
one of the simplest time continuous neural network models, the
additive network:

dxi
dt

¼ "xi þ S qi þ
X

j

aijxj

 !

SðxÞ ¼ 1
1þ e"x

where xi describes the averaged activity of the neurons in the ith
area, qi the external input to the ith area, and the coefficients aij
describe the connectivity between the regions.

Fig. 4b illustrates the way in which our neural model generates
the instructions needed to synthesize the sound shown in Fig. 4a.
We start our description with a pulse of activity in the initiating
area.

Mathematically, the activity in the IA is represented by a square
function a few milliseconds long. The blue circle in Fig. 4b repre-
sents the IA and its activity is one of the two inputs that arrive
in the expiratory related area. We represent the passage through
the thalamus by delaying the activation with respect to the burst
in the initiating area. The green circle represents the nucleus
HVC. We do not write a dynamical system model for HVC. Instead,
we propose that its activity consists of a constant level of average
activity (putatively originated within the nucleus) and a burst con-
sequence of the input from the brainstem. The latter is mathemat-
ically expressed as a square function about 20–40 ms wide,
delayed with respect to the burst in brainstem. For two classes of
syllables (pulsatile and P1 solutions), the amplitude of the final
pressure fluctuations could be better fitted if an additional fluctu-
ation in HVC activity was included (green dashed lines in Figs. 6
and 7). These elements were added and used as inputs of the RA
nucleus.

The activities that were actually simulated (i.e., that are com-
puted as the solutions of a dynamical system) were the excitatory
and inhibitory populations in RA (era,ira), the excitatory and inhibi-
tory populations in the expiratory related area (eer,ier), the excita-
tory population in the inspiratory related area (eir) and the
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Fig. 3. The dynamical origin of the respiratory patterns used in canary song. (a) Experimental time series of air sac pressure during song production. Colored lines below the
pressure patterns represent different types of pressure gestures, as in Fig. 2b. (b) (Top panel) Basic dynamical model capable of reproducing the different types of pressure
gestures. It consists of a forced neural oscillator, i.e. a set of interconnected excitatory and inhibitory neurons. (b) (Bottom panel) Bifurcation diagram of the model illustrated
in the top panel in terms of the inhibitory and excitatory inputs. Black lines represent bifurcations that separate regions of the parameter space with qualitative different
solutions. (c) Solutions of integrating the dynamical system displayed in (b). Colored arrows in (b) indicate the different explorations of the input space required to reproduce
the corresponding pressure gesture types in (c). The colors of the arrows match the colors below the corresponding patterns.
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excitatory populations in nXII (enXIIvs; enXIIdtb; enXIIvtb), the nucleus
which contains motor neurons that innervate the syringeal mus-
cles. The dynamical system ruling their dynamics reads as:

dera
dt ¼ 20ð"era þ Sðqe;ra þ aera;FdFdelayed þ aera;eraera þ aera;irairaÞÞ
dira
dt ¼ 20ð"ira þ Sðqi;ra þ aira;Fd2Fdelayed2 þ aira;eraera þ aira;irairaÞÞ

(

deer
dt ¼250ð"eer þSðqe;er þaeer;raeraþaeer;FFþaeer;eereer þaeer;ierierÞÞ
dier
dt ¼250ð"ier þSðqi;er þaier;raeraþaier;eereer þaier;ier ierÞÞ
deir
dt ¼250ð"eir þSðqe;ir þaeir;raeraþaeir;eereerÞÞ

8
>><

>>:

denXIIvs
dt ¼250ð"enXIIvsþSðqe;nXIIþanXIIvs;FnXIIFnXII þanXIIvs;eraera

þanXIIvs;eereer þanXIIvs;eireirÞÞ
del;r

nXdtb
dt ¼250ð"el;rnXIIdtbþSðqe;nXII þal;r

nXIIdtb;FnXIIFnXIIþal;r
nXIIdtb;eraeraÞÞ

denXIIvtb
dt ¼250ð"enXIIvtbþSðqe;nXIIþaenXIIvtb;eireirÞÞ

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

where ai,j represents the influence of the jth population on the ith
dynamics. The parameters q account for constant inputs to the
modeled populations: qp,ra represents the constant component
input to the pth population of RA (p = e, i, either excitatory or inhi-
bitory), arriving from HVC. The Fs parameters represent the inputs
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Fig. 4. P0 canary syllables reproduced with a low dimensional model. (a) (Left) The sonogram of a set of syllables produced with P0 respiratory patterns, and the result of
integrating our neuro-biomechanical model (i.e., the neural model driving the biomechanical model). (Right) Representation of spectral properties (sound level vs. sound
frequency) of synthetic and experimental syllables marked with the green line. Sound Analysis Pro Similarity Score: 96.23% Similarity, 94.13% Accuracy, Mean Values -
Symmetric comparison. In (b) we display the neural architecture assumed by our model. The colors of the nuclei correspond to the colors of the time series of their average
activity. The arrows represent the connections between different nuclei. Dashed arrows represent contralateral connections. In our model, HVC consists of a constant term
(associated with a basal uniform activity qera), plus the input from the brainstem, which is illustrated in the figure. The simulations start from square pulses in the initiating
area (IA). The rest of the time traces correspond to the numerical simulations of the model. Both hemispheres participate in the construction of the P0 solution. According to
the model, lesions in HVC would destroy the second part of the syllable (the long whistle). The labels of the time traces are defined in the text.
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associated with the activity originated in the IA. In particular, F and
FnXII stand for the direct input from the IA to the expiratory related
area and nXII respectively, while Fdelayed is the indirect component of
the input to RA that arrives through HVC after being originated in
the IA. In our simulations, both Fdelayed and Fdelayed2 stand for bursts
of activity in the area that represents HVC. F is modeled as a square
function. FnXII and Fdelayed are square functions as well, but are
delayed with respect to F. We introduce these delays to reflect the
time needed for the activity originated in the IA to travel to the tar-
get nucleus; they are 10 ms for FnXII and 30 ms for Fdelayed. Note that
Fdelayed has to travel through the Uva and HVC to reach RA, while
FnXII activates a direct connection between the IA and nXII at the

level of the brainstem (see Fig. 1). The amplitude of the pulses
was set to 10 (arb. units) for all the simulated patterns. The output
of this system is the activity of nXIIvs, the activity of nXIIdtb, the
activity of nXIIvtb and the activity of the expiratory related area
(ER). The activity of nXIIvs affects the configuration of the avian
vocal organ through the activation of intrinsic muscles that control
the fundamental frequency of the vocalization. The activity of
nXIIdtb and nXIIvtb affects the configuration of the avian vocal organ
through the activation of intrinsic muscles that control the gating of
the syrinx, and the expiratory related area generates the expiratory
pressure pulses required for phonation (see Section 2.3 for a com-
plete description of the syrinx). The anatomy of this pathway is
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Fig. 5. The model also reproduces the P2 solutions. (a) (Left) As in Fig. 4, the sonogram of a set of syllables produced with P2 respiratory patterns, and the result of integrating
our neuro-biomechanical model. (Right) Representation of spectral properties (sound level vs. sound frequency) of synthetic and experimental syllables marked with the
green line. (Sound Analysis Pro Similarity Score: 99.78% Similarity, 80.02% Accuracy, Mean Values - Symmetric comparison). In (b) we show the neural architecture assumed
by our model. HVC consists of a constant term (associated with a basal uniform activity qera), plus the input from the brainstem, which is shown in the figure. As in the P0
solutions, both brain hemispheres participate in the construction of P2 solutions. According to the model, lesions in HVC would destroy the second part of the syllable.
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symmetric, as there are left and right nuclei in the bird’s brain. For
the solutions reported here, left and right activities could be either
synchronized for all the nuclei or not, with the exception of the
activities of left and right nXII in charge of gating. For this reason,
they are explicitly labeled either right or left (el;rnXIIdtb).

2.3. Mathematical model for the syrinx

The syrinx is a phonating device located at the junction
between the trachea and the bronchi. Its configuration can be

described by different time dependent quantities representing
the activity of different muscles. Studies on one particular species
(brown thrashers, Toxostoma rufum) indicate that the ventral tra-
cheobronchialis muscle (vTB) controls the active separation of
the tissues that oscillate during phonation, while the dorsal tra-
cheobronchialis muscle (dTB) controls the active closing of the tis-
sues. A large pair of muscles called syringealis ventralis (vS) is
assumed to control the fundamental frequency of the vocalizations
by changing the syringeal configuration in such a way that the
labia get stretched when the muscles are active.
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Fig. 6. Simulations for the pulsatile solutions. The pulsatile solutions are syllables uttered at a high syllabic rate. They are generated with only one side of the syrinx. (a) (Left)
Sonogram of a representative example and its simulation, with our integrated model. (Right) Representation of spectral properties (sound level vs. sound frequency) of
synthetic and experimental syllables marked with the green line. (Sound Analysis Pro Similarity Score: 99.68% Similarity, 88.66% Accuracy, Mean Values - Symmetric
comparison). The neural architecture and the activities for the different nuclei are displayed in (b). The bilateral structure of the song system takes part in the simulations
through the gating: the model reproduces the gating that allows unilateral phonation. In HVC the constant term that is needed in the simulations (reported as a constant
input to RA in the equations) is represented by qera, and we show periodic activity that might or might not be present with dashed lines. The model reproduces the solutions
in both cases. When this periodic activity is present, it allows us to adjust the amplitude of the solutions, as well as the phase difference between pressure and tension. Green
dotted lines represent inhibitory HVC activity, which corresponds to a direct excitation of the inhibitory population of RA.
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The central nervous system (CNS), specifically area nXIIvs, is
responsible for a slow change in the syringeal configuration (slow
compared to the labial movement) that affects the tension of the
oscillating labia located within the syrinx. This time dependent
parameter modulates the dynamics of the fast variables, which
are the positions of the labia (delicate tissues that actually modu-
late the airflow in order to produce the sound). The dynamics of
these fast variables can be studied by writing Newton’s equations
for the tissues, which read as:

dx
dt

¼ y

dy
dt

¼ cPðtÞy" cx2y" c2TðtÞðxþ cx3Þ þ c2Gl;r

where P(t) stands for the pressure of the air sacs, responsible for the
energy transfer from the airflow to the labia, T(t) stands for the
labial tension, and Gl,r(t) stands for the gating: a force term indepen-
dent of labial position or labial velocity which can interrupt the
phonation by actively pushing the labia away from the phonating
configuration. The time dependent parameters are the output of
the neuronal model. In this way:

PðtÞ ¼ eer
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Fig. 7. Simulating the P1 solutions. As in the case of the pulsatile solutions, P1 syllables are generated with one side of the syrinx only. (a) (Left) Sonogram of a representative
set of syllables and its simulation. (Right) Representation of spectral properties (sound level vs. sound frequency) of synthetic and experimental syllables marked with the
green line. (Sound Analysis Pro Similarity Score: 95.45% Similarity, 70.96% Accuracy, Mean Values - Symmetric comparison). The neural architecture and the activities
according to our model are shown in (b). HVC activity is, as in the previous cases, modeled as a constant activity level (qera), plus bursts elicited by the arrival of a pulse from
the brainstem, and the dashed lines represent additional periodic activity that might or might not be present. The model reproduced the periodic fluctuations of pressure in
both cases. Green dotted lines represent inhibitory HVC activity, which corresponds to direct excitation of the inhibitory population of RA. This is necessary to stop the P1
gesture. The other time series correspond to the simulations of the model, for the appropriate parameters (see text).
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TðtÞ ¼ enXIIvs

Gl;rðtÞ ¼ el;rnXIIdtb " enXIIvtb

The syrinx is a bi-partite structure. The left and the right sides of
the syrinx each have one pair of opposing labia that can be set in
motion and controlled independently. In the case of the canary,
the high frequency vocalizations are generated with the right side
(fundamental frequencies higher than 3.5 kHz, approximately),
and the low frequency vocalizations are generated with the left
side (Suthers et al., 2004). The equations above describe the labial
dynamics of one side. It is assumed that both labia on each side will
have opposed, synchronized dynamics. Therefore, for each side of
the syrinx, only one variable is used for describing the modulations
of the airflow through that side of the syrinx. In our simulations,
both sound sources are active in principle: which side of the syrinx
is actually generating sound depends on the values of the gating. In
this way, we not only intend to test the hypothesis that nXIIvs, with
all its constraints, is capable of generating the correct frequency
modulations, but that, nXIIdtb left and right and nXIIvtb, with all
their constraints, are also capable of generating the necessary gat-
ing activity. By doing so, we are capable of generating both unilat-
eral and bilateral vocalizations depending on the gating pattern
that emerges from our equations.

3. Results

The integrated model for the song system presented in the pre-
vious section was successful in generating time traces that were
good approximations of the respiratory patterns used during song
by domestic canaries (Serinus canaria). Since it is an integrated
model, the parameters that lead to a given solution for the variable
eer, lead to specific time traces for the other nuclei in the system.
Therefore, if we include the area nXIIvs in our integrated model,
the dynamics of the variable accounting for its average activity is
severely constrained. The reason is that nXIIvs receives inputs from
RA, ER and IR, whose dynamics are determined by the integrated
model. Moreover, nXIIvs is additionally constrained by a pulse from
the IA (putatively DM), modeled as a 10 ms delayed pulse after the
IA starts the syllable generation.

3.1. The P0 and P2 solutions

We tested the hypothesis that by adjusting the parameters of
anXIIvs,FnXII, anXIIvs,era, anXII,eer, and anXII,ier, we could integrate the
model so that enXIIvs, together with eer, were capable of driving the
syringeal model to synthesize syllables generated with the chosen
respiratory patterns. For example, in the case of the long expiratory
pressure pulses that we call P0 solutions (Alliende et al., 2010;
Alonso et al., 2015), a typical syllable is an almost constant fre-
quency sound preceded by a very brief sound whose frequency is
very rapidly modulated (see Fig. 4a). We started the procedure by
choosing the parameter values of the integrated model of the song
system necessary to generate pressure patterns as in (Alonso et al.,
2015), for each of the four qualitatively different pressure patterns
identified in (Alliende et al., 2010). A representative syllable associ-
ated with each of the patterns was selected and then (anXIIvs,FnXII,
anXIIvs,era, anXIIvs,eer, anXIIvs,ier) were varied between (0,0,0,0) and
(10,10,10,"10). For each set of anXIIvs,j, we integrated the model
for the song system and used the resulting time traces for (eer, enXIIvs,
enXIIdtb, enXIIvtb) to synthesize song. The synthetic and the experi-
mentally recorded sounds were first qualitatively compared: a sim-
ulation was deemed to be successful if the value and temporal
modulations of the fundamental frequencies of both sounds were
similar. Then, we performed a quantitative comparison using Sound

Analysis Pro software (Tchernichovski et al., 2000), and the results
are presented in the caption of Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4a we show the sonogram of a sound file in which a set of
three syllables was recorded. The syllabic rate is very low (about
2.85 Hz) and corresponds to respiratory patterns which we classify
as P0 solutions (Alliende et al., 2010). Each syllable begins with a
brief sound of high fundamental frequency, followed by a long
whistle of low fundamental frequency. The high pitch sound is
generated with the right side of the syrinx, while the rest of the
sound is generated with the left side (Suthers et al., 2004).

In our model, the patterns of activity of the expiratory related
area ultimately responsible for the respiratory gesture start with
a pulse in the initiating area of the brainstem, which projects
directly to the expiratory related nucleus. This first pulse is respon-
sible for the initial fluctuation of the pressure (see Fig. 4b, ERE,
black trace). The initiating area also projects upwards through
the thalamus (Uva) to the telencephalon. Therefore, the same pulse
is responsible for activity in HVC and RA at later times. RA projects
to the expiratory related area of the respiratory system. In this
way, the respiratory pattern consists of a fast fluctuation and a
slow modulation, the latter being the result of the telencephalic
processing of the pulse generated in the IA.

The same pulse in the initiating area is responsible for the activ-
ity patterns in other nuclei of the song system such as the ones that
affect the biophysical parameters controlling the syrinx. The vari-
able enXIIvs is assumed in this model to take the same values on the
left and right sides, and is associated to the tension of the labia (T
(t)). The values of el,rnXIIdtb and enXIIvtb correspond to the patterns of
activity responsible for gating at the syrinx. Here, the left and right
enXIIdtb patterns must be different in order produce bilateral
syllables.

We generated the time traces used to synthesize the sound dis-
played in Fig. 4a as follows. The activity enXIIvs is the solution of an
additive model driven by a direct input from the initiating area IA
as well as inputs from the excitatory population of neurons in RA
and of excitatory neurons in the expiratory and inspiratory related
area (Sturdy et al., 2003). The time traces in our simulations are
displayed in Fig. 4b. The patterns of activity related to gating were
generated in two ways: 1. In the case of nXIIdtb the initial pulse in
the initiating area activates the population elnXIIdtb. The same pulse
elicits activity on the contralateral side through the thalamus, and
after the processing in RA, drives the activity pattern in the right
hemisphere. In this way, the right side is free to produce the brief
high frequency sound (while the left side is shut down by the
adduction of the phonating membranes). In the same way, in the
second part of the syllable the brief sound is silenced when the
long gating gesture is activated on the right side (ernXIIdtb), and the
left side is free to phonate. 2. In the case of nXIIvtb, the population
enXIIvtb receives inputs from the excitatory population of RA and the
excitatory population of the inspiratory related area (IR), which
leads to activation patters synchronized with inspiration. These
activation patterns correspond to active abduction of the labia.
The time traces obtained in our model are shown in Fig. 4b. Note
that this detailed description corresponds to the solutions provided
by the model after a pulse is set in the IA.

The generation of the appropriate respiratory pattern dramati-
cally constrains what the populations of nXII can display as solu-
tions. The activity of this nucleus, which consists of excitatory
neurons, is severely constrained by all its afferents, and all we can
fit is the relative weight of those driving functions. Even with these
restrictions, here we show that the patterns capable of modulating
the fundamental frequency and producing the correct gating are
possible to achieve within the framework of the model. The list of
parameters necessary to generate these solutions is the following:

ðqe;ra;aera;Fd;aera;era;aera;iraÞ ¼ ð"3:4;5;6;"3Þ
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ðqi;ra;aira;Fd2;aira;era;aira;iraÞ ¼ ð"7; 0;6;3Þ

ðqe;er;aeer;ra;aeer;F ;aeer;eer;aeer;ierÞ ¼ ð"7:45;10;1;10;"1:1Þ

ðqi;er;aier;ra;aier;eer;aier;ierÞ ¼ ð"11:5;0;10;2Þ

ðqe;ir;aeir;ra;aeir;eerÞ ¼ ð0;10;"10Þ

ðqe;nXII;anXIIvs;FnXII;anXIIvs;era;anXIIvs;eer;anXIIvs;eirÞ ¼ ð"3;1;0:5;0:5;0Þ

ðqe;nXII;ar
nXIIdtb;FnXII;ar

nXIIdtb;eraÞ ¼ ð"3; 0;10Þ

ðqe;nXII;al
nXIIdtb;FnXII;al

nXIIdtb;eraÞ ¼ ð"3;10;0Þ

ðqe;nXII;aenXIIvtb;eirÞ ¼ ð"3;10Þ

Nonlinear systems display qualitatively different solutions
within open regions of the parameter space. Therefore, our fitting
is qualitative in nature. We report simply one value within an open
region of the parameter space at which our model displays a solu-
tion with the features that we aim to reproduce (see Section 3.4 for
a discussion on the robustness of our results).

What we call P2 solutions are generated at syllabic rates
between 5 and 12 Hz (Alliende et al., 2010). Although their phona-
tion does not necessarily involve bilateral patterns, according to
our model, the pressure gestures require a direct drive from the
initiating area as well as a driving processed by the telencephalon.
Besides the syllabic rate, a P2 solution differs form a P0 one in that
it does not contain a long whistle of constant frequency. An exam-
ple of P2 solution is displayed in Fig. 5. The mechanism, however, is
very similar to what we describe in the previous subsection. There-
fore, our description is limited to the parameters used in our model
to synthesize the solutions.

ðqe;ra;aera;Fd;aera;era;aera;iraÞ ¼ ð"3:83;1;5;"10Þ

ðqi;ra;aira;Fd2;aira;era;aira;iraÞ ¼ ð"7; 0;10;8Þ

ðqe;er;aeer;ra;aeer;F ;aeer;eer;aeer;ierÞ ¼ ð"7:45;9;1;9:85;"5:25Þ

ðqi;er;aier;ra;aier;eer;aier;ierÞ ¼ ð"11:5;9:45;9;1:6Þ

ðqe;ir;aeir;ra;aeir;eerÞ ¼ ð"2;10;"10Þ

ðqe;nXII;anXIIvs;FnXII;anXIIvs;era;anXIIvs;eer;anXIIvs;eirÞ ¼ ð"3;1;3;3;0Þ

ðqe;nXII;ar
nXIIdtb;FnXII;ar

nXIIdtb;eraÞ ¼ ð"3; 0;10Þ

ðqe;nXII;al
nXIIdtb;FnXII;al

nXIIdtb;eraÞ ¼ ð"3;10;0Þ

ðqe;nXII;aenXIIvtb;eirÞ ¼ ð"3;10Þ

As before, a quantitative comparison between the recorded syl-
lables and their synthetic counterparts was performed using Sound
Analysis Pro. The results are presented in Fig. 5.

3.2. Pulsatile and P1 solutions

Pulsatile solutions are produced at syllabic rates higher than
25 Hz, whereas P1 solutions are generated at syllabic rates
between 13 Hz and 25 Hz. In both cases, only one side participates
in the phonation. The main difference between these solutions is
that in pulsatile solutions, the pressure fluctuations are mounted
on a constant value (unique expiratory pulse), while P1 solutions
present mini-breaths between sounds (one expiratory pulse per
note). In both cases, the IA affects the respiratory pattern after

processing through the telencephalon and the direct input is not
necessary. Basically, the input through Uva to HVC leads to an acti-
vation pattern in RA, which, in turn, leads to oscillations in the
expiratory related area. If additional oscillations are elicited by
internal dynamics in HVC, the solutions obtained at the expiratory
related area are similar (see Fig. 6b, green dashed lines).

It is interesting to note that the activity in RA involves a slow
pattern of high activity for both cases. In our model, the population
of neurons whose activity is enXIIvs receives inputs from RA, ER and
IR. Alternatively, the population of neurons whose activity is el,rnXIIdtb
receives inputs only from RA. In Fig. 6 we display an example of a
pulsatile solution produced by the left side. Assuming a symmetri-
cal configuration in which the pulse of activity from the IA gener-
ates a similar RA activity in both hemispheres, the highly activated
RA population drives the right side into silence through the activa-
tion of the gating ernXIIdtb. In other words, a similar activity in RA is
used to generate a vocalization with an oscillatory regime in ER
and, contralaterally, an active closing through nXIIdtb. The param-
eters used in this simulation are:

ðqe;ra;aera;Fd;aera;era;aera;iraÞ ¼ ð"5:25;5;10;"10Þ

ðqi;ra;aira;Fd2;aira;era;aira;iraÞ ¼ ð"12;5;10;2Þ

ðqe;er ;aeer;ra;aeer;F ;aeer;eer;aeer;ierÞ ¼ ð"7:5;6;0;10;"6:2Þ

ðqi;er ;aier;ra;aier;eer;aier;ierÞ ¼ ð"11:5;6;10;2Þ

ðqe;ir ;aeir;ra;aeir;eerÞ ¼ ð0; 0;"10Þ

ðqe;nXII;anXIIvs;FnXII;anXIIvs;era;anXIIvs;eer;anXIIvs;eirÞ ¼ ð"3; 0;1:5;1:1;0Þ

ðqe;nXII;ar
nXIIdtb;FnXII;ar

nXIIdtb;eraÞ ¼ ð"3;0;1Þ

ðqe;nXII;al
nXIIdtb;FnXII;al

nXIIdtb;eraÞ ¼ ð"3;1;0Þ

ðqe;nXII;aenXIIvtb;eirÞ ¼ ð"3;10Þ

The P1 solutions are generated with an analogous mechanism.
The parameters used to generate the example displayed in Fig. 7
read as:

ðqe;ra;aera;Fd;aera;era;aera;iraÞ ¼ ð"3:5;5;10;"10Þ

ðqi;ra;aira;Fd2;aira;era;aira;iraÞ ¼ ð"12;5;10;2Þ

ðqe;er ;aeer;ra;aeer;F ;aeer;eer;aeer;ierÞ ¼ ð"7:55;4:5;0;10;"4:5Þ

ðqi;er ;aier;ra;aier;eer;aier;ierÞ ¼ ð"11:5;4:5;10;2Þ

ðqe;ir ;aeir;ra;aeir;eerÞ ¼ ð0;1;"10Þ

ðqe;nXII;anXIIvs;FnXII;anXIIvs;era;anXIIvs;eer;anXIIvs;eirÞ ¼ ð"3; 0;1;1:7;6Þ

ðqe;nXII;ar
nXIIdtb;FnXII;ar

nXIIdtb;eraÞ ¼ ð"3;0;1Þ

ðqe;nXII;al
nXIIdtb;FnXII;al

nXIIdtb;eraÞ ¼ ð"3;1;0Þ

ðqe;nXII;aenXIIvtb;eirÞ ¼ ð"3;10Þ

In this work, we show one example of a downsweep and
another one of an upsweep to illustrate that this is not a challenge
for this model.

Once we fitted the mathematical implementation of the neural
model, we used the time dependent parameters corresponding to
eer , enXIIvs, el;rnXIIds and enXIIvt b to feed a biophysical model of the syrinx
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in order to generate synthetic syllables. By nature of our model, in
which the nonlinearity is provided by a sigmoidal function, solu-
tions are normalized to unity. Therefore, the neural activity must
be scaled so as to translate it into the physiological instructions
that drive the syrinx. For each of the different types of syllables
mentioned above the tension, gating and pressure time traces
(Tl;r ðtÞ;Gl;r ðtÞ; PðtÞÞ were scaled during the phonating intervals in
order to generate syllables with similar frequency modulations to
those of the experimental examples. Note that tension gestures dif-
fer between the left and right sides of the syrinx so that the correct
frequency modulations for bilateral syllables can be correctly fit-
ted. The parameter c was set to 9000 for all the syllables. Table 1
summarizes the scaling factors:

For both the pulsatile and P1 syllable types, we compared the
original soundswith their synthetic counterparts using Sound Anal-
ysis Pro, and the results are shown in the respective figure captions.

3.3. Bilateral instructions

The mechanism underlying the generation of the pressure pat-
terns allows us to classify them in two groups. The first group
includes the P0 and P2 solutions given that, in those cases, the
expiratory related area receives both a direct input from the brain-
stem and a second input after the initial activation is processed by
the telencephalon. The other group encompasses the pulsatile and
P1 solutions needing only the second input described above.

For the solutions of the first group, part of the motor gestures
needed to synthesize a syllable has to undergo a bottom up journey
to the telencephalon through the thalamic nucleus Uva. In the
cases in which both sides of the syrinx participate sequentially in
the generation of the syllable, non-synchronized bilateral patterns
of activity are necessary, at least for the generation of the instruc-
tions controlling gating. One way to achieve sequential non-
symmetric activation is by allowing the contralateral but not the
ipsilateral bottom up journey of the neural instructions generated
in the IA. The pattern of activity in charge of controlling the labial
tension might or might not present both contralateral and ipsilat-
eral connections in the bottom up journey of the neural instruc-
tions from the IA. In Fig. 8, we show how our model generates
the bilateral patterns of gating for the case of the P2 solutions.

The pulsatile and P1 solutions use only one side. Notice that we
left the possibility open for internal dynamics in HVC in the form of
periodic activity that reinforces the amplitudes of the oscillations
at the ER area. In this case, the pattern of HVC activity needs not
be synchronized in the two hemispheres. However, for these solu-
tions the model requires the bottom up signal to silence the con-
tralateral side. Since this signal is transmitted both ipsilaterally
and contralaterally, we predict activity at the transitions between
different syllable types in both hemispheres (see Figs. 6b and 7b).

3.4. Robustness of the solutions representing motor gestures

A typical feature of nonlinear systems is that qualitatively sim-
ilar solutions exist for open sets of parameters. The boundaries
between these regions are curves in parameter space called

bifurcations. Taking advantage of this characteristic, our nonlinear
model is able to gracefully reproduce the four typical pressure pat-
terns found in canaries without the need to find a singular point in
a high dimensional parameter space, which would be unintelligible
in a biological sense. This was one of the keystones in the construc-
tion of the original circular model (Alonso et al., 2015).

In this work we show that, in spite of all the restrictions
imposed by the architecture and the functional requirements
needed to generate the pressure patterns, it is possible to obtain
tension gestures capable of driving the synthesis of songs with
the right frequency modulation. We also explore whether these

Table 1
Summary of the scaling factors needed for the neural instructions to drive the biophysical model of the syrinx.

P0 P2 P1 PULSATILE

P(t) eer & 2 eer & 2 eer & 2" 0:85 eer " 0:25
TlðtÞ enXIIvs & 29 enXIIvs þ 1:5 enXIIvs & 1:7þ 1:5 enXIIvs & 30" 9:7

GlðtÞ ðelnXIIdtb & 40Þ –(enXIIvtb & 40Þ ðelnXIIdtb & 15" 2Þ " ðenXIIvtb & 25" 3Þ (elnXIIdtb & 1) " ðenXIIvtb & 5" 0:1Þ elnXIIdtb & 1
TrðtÞ enXIIvs & 28:5 enXIIvs & 3þ 0:7 enXIIvs & 1þ 3 enXIIvs & 30
GrðtÞ ernXIIdtb & 20þ 7 ðernXIIdtb & 30þ 2:7Þ " ðenXIIvtb & 5Þ ernXIIdtb & 10þ 3 ernXIIds & 30
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Fig. 8. The bilateral structure of the song system and its functionality. The P0 and
P2 syllables are generated with both sides of the syrinx. We display the neural
architecture and the time traces used to simulate a P2 solution. The sonograms of a
recorded syllable and its simulation are shown in (a). The time traces for tension
and gating are displayed below the corresponding nuclei. Note that the time trace
that generates the modulation of the tension on one side, as it is connected
contralaterally to a region of nXII in control of gating, silences the other side.
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gestures are robust under parameter variations, testing this
hypothesis numerically. In Fig. 9 we show how the tension used
to generate a P0 syllable is deformed as the parameters that control
the influence of the nuclei nXIIvs vary. Note that, even though the
gesture changes, its qualitative shape are preserved. In particular,
its key features, a brief pulse followed by a larger smoothly decay-
ing one, remain unaltered.

4. Discussion

In this work we presented an integrated model for song produc-
tion in Serinus canaria. The model is an operational one: a set of
ordinary differential equations whose variables are the activities
of different areas of the song system. Some of them are clearly asso-
ciated with neural nuclei (HVC, RA and Uva), while others are
defined with less precision: the ‘‘expiratory related area” (ER) can
be interpreted as RAm, the inspiratory related area (IR) can be inter-
preted as PAm, while the ‘‘initiating area” in the brainstem (IA) can
be interpreted as DM. This model is also minimal in the sense that
only a reduced set of neural nuclei is used. In the song system there
are other nuclei participating in loops that include HVC (e.g. DMP,
MMAN, Nif) but these were not considered in order to obtain the
minimal neural architecture required to generate canary song.

We have shown that this integrated model is capable of gener-
ating the respiratory patterns and sounds observed in Serinus
canaria song. In particular, we tested the hypothesis that, even con-
sidering all the restrictions imposed by all the other areas, the
activity of the brain region responsible for controlling the syrinx
is capable of generating realistic instructions. We understand by
‘‘realistic instructions” sets of time dependent parameters that
can drive a model of the avian vocal organ to synthesize realistic
songs. Here we worked with song examples corresponding to the
four classes of air sac pressure patterns of the Serinus canaria song,
and found the value of the parameters in the model needed to
reproduce them. Then, we explored the gestures obtained when
the weights of the connections between the different areas of the
song system and the nXII were varied, and for each set of parame-
ters, we synthesized sounds. The result of these numerical simula-
tions is that we were always able to find connection strengths such
that the final synthetic sounds were the proper ones. In this way,
we are able to generate the entire acoustic repertoire described
for the Serinus canaria song.

One interesting aspect of the model presented here is that the
same time traces needed to modulate the fundamental frequency
of the vocalizations when injected as T(t) in the syrinx model
were capable of generating the appropriate gating pattern when
injected as G(t). In other words, similar time traces at T and G have
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Fig. 9. Stability of the solutions of nXIIvs. This figure illustrates the robustness of the solutions representing motor gestures. In the top left panel, we display the 3-dimensional
parameter space that corresponds to the inputs from RA (anXIIvs,era), FnXII (anXIIvs,FnXII) and ER(anXIIvs,eer) to the excitatory population of nXIIvs, for the P0 syllable type
displayed in Fig. 4. The top-right and bottom-left panels show an exploration of a wide range of the parameter space, centered on the fitted gesture for nXIIvs (see Fig. 4b).
Note that the gestures obtained with the model vary smoothly within a wide neighborhood of the fitted values of anXIIvs,era, anXIIvs,FnXII and anXIIvs,eer (shaded areas). This shows
that small variations of the inputs to this nucleus give rise to vs gestures with the same qualitative properties (i.e. a sharp peak at the onset followed by a slow decaying
modulation), whereas departing from this region would give rise to qualitative different gestures.
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dramatically different effects in the acoustics. Interestingly
enough, the outcome is coherent: fitting an observed frequency
modulation generates a gating pattern compatible with its produc-
tion. This result is particularly remarkable, since it was not obvious
that the patterns that modulate the fundamental frequencies were
even possible to achieve. In order to generate a given pressure pat-
tern, the activities of all the areas are constrained, and the area
responsible for the labial tension (part of nXII) is assumed to follow
its drivers passively. In this model we show not only that the
appropriate tension pattern can be generated for a given pressure
pattern, but that the required gating pattern is obtained as well.

The presence of a continuous representation of time in HVC has
been discussed in the literature. This would be the result of a
sequence of brief bursts active sequentially during song production
(Lynch et al., 2016; Hahnloser et al., 2002). In terms of average
population activity, this would correspond to a continuous time
trace forcing the activity of RA. In our model there are continuous
components of HVC activity, with different values for different syl-
lables. This is mathematically expressed in terms of the different
values of constant inputs q arriving to RA, which are necessary
for the generation of the different syllables (qe,ra, qi,ra). In this
aspect, the model presented here incorporates the need of a con-
tinuous component of HVC activity. Additionally, as suggested in
recent work (Amador et al., 2013), the feedback from the brainstem
incorporates a component of heterogeneity which correlates with
the song. In other words, there is motor information in HVC, and
not just a representation of time.

Furthermore, the model requires inputs to HVC from the brain-
stem, which arrive through Uva, and provide a syllable-type depen-
dent component. This leads to specific predictions. For example,
peaks of HVC activity close to the beginning of the syllables for
the P0 solutions, or peaks of HVC activity at the transitions
between pulsatile and P1 solutions, or close to the beginning of
the pulsatile solutions. Both P1 and pulsatile solutions can be gen-
erated either with additional periodic activity in HVC emerging
from its internal dynamics or without it. Based on this, the model
for HVC presented here includes a combination of a continuous
nonspecific activity and sparse peaks of activity that occur at speci-
fic times related to the song (Amador et al., 2013).

Another aspect of birdsong production that is being currently
discussed is whether the telencephalon acts in a top-down fashion
or not. In a top-down paradigm, HVC controls the timing of the sys-
tem downstream. Evidence supporting this view was presented in
work that described the effect of cooling HVC in zebra finches
(Long and Fee, 2008). Since the syllables stretched as HVC temper-
ature was decreased, it was suggested that HVC was acting as a
time controller running slower. Recent work with canaries showed
an initial stretching of syllables when cooling HVC but an effect of
‘‘breaking” if the temperature was dropped below a critical point.
See Goldin et al. (2013) for further details. The breaking of some
syllables can be interpreted by considering an additional effect
beyond stretching: the slowing down of the synaptic inputs into
HVC. This suggests that a more integrated architecture is needed
in order to reproduce how temporal features of the song are
affected by temperature manipulations within a large range. Con-
sistent with this view, it was shown that temperature manipula-
tions in other parts of the song system affect the song timing in
finches (Hamaguchi et al., 2016), which suggests the need for a dis-
tributed network to generate behavior.

The basic idea of this model is that a group of canary syllables
(which we call P2 and P0 solutions) are generated when the
nuclei in the brainstem (both respiratory related and nXII) receive
two inputs: one directly from the brainstem (IA), and a second
one which originates in the same area, but is processed through
the song system in a bottom up journey that enriches the instruc-
tions in the telencephalon before returning to the brainstem.

Since the bottom up part of the process allows contralateral acti-
vations, well-coordinated bilateral motor patterns emerge natu-
rally in this framework. A second group of syllables (P1 and
pulsatile solutions) is generated with the second part of the
mechanism alone.

Premotor activity within HVC is synchronized between hemi-
spheres during song production (Schmidt, 2003) despite the
absence of commissural connections between these two nuclei or
any other forebrain song control nuclei (Fig. 1). This observation
suggests that the bilaterally projecting brainstem respiratory cen-
ters may provide a synchronizing input to the forebrain song sys-
tem. Schmidt and colleagues (Ashmore et al., 2008) show that
activation of Pam can drive neural activity bilaterally in HVC and
in RA, and that this activation is abolished by lesioning Uva. More-
over, microstimulations delivered to Pam, but not nXIIts, during
singing causes disruptions of song sequencing (Ashmore et al.,
2005). Altogether, these results suggest that Pam can influence
song pattern generation, possibly through its ascending thalamic
projections, as it has been shown that Uva is critical for interhemi-
spheric coordination and song production (either unilateral or
bilateral damage to Uva immediately and severely impairs singing
in adult birds) (Coleman and Vu, 2005; Williams and Vicario,
1993). Here we show a functional example of how these neural
mechanisms can be put together to generate birdsong.

The model we present here was designed to generate pressure
patterns with the morphology of the measured air sac pressure
time traces reported in the literature. A basic neural structure
(an excitatory population coupled with an inhibitory one) driven
by simple time traces can generate the diversity of observed sig-
nals. Despite the generalized notion that, given enough free param-
eters, any solution can be obtained from a dynamical system, this
is not true. In fact, dynamical systems can be classified by the topo-
logical structure of their solutions (Mindlin et al., 1990). In previ-
ous work, we showed that the rest of the song system could
generate the simple driving parameters necessary to reproduce
the pressure patterns (Alonso et al., 2015). This experimental set
of time traces have specific shapes, and our model was built so that
it can generate them, as well as reproduce the morphological
changes observed under cooling (Goldin et al., 2013).

The model also makes a series of specific predictions for neural
recordings. One of them is the existence of synchronized activity in
HVC. In particular: 1. The existence in both hemispheres of syn-
chronized brief bursts at the transition between pulsatile solutions
and solutions of type P1 (in addition to the eventual continuous
components previously described). 2. The existence in both hemi-
spheres of synchronized brief bursts a few tens of milliseconds
after the syllable onset for each syllable of P2 and P0 type. 3. The
existence of synchronized brief bursts in both hemispheres at the
beginning of pulsatile syllables. 4. The existence of brief bursts in
Uva right before onsets (temporally very close to inspiratory activ-
ity), at least before each syllable of type P2, before the pulsatile set
of syllables, and before each syllable of type P0. As we noted
before, pulsatile syllables as well as syllables of type P1 can be
reinforced by periodic activity in HVC (which would be necessary
for stretching under cooling). Those oscillations in HVC need not
be present in both hemispheres and if they are, they need not be
synchronized. Another prediction of the model is a set of time
traces (enXIIvs) that could be comparable to the envelopes of the
activity of the muscle syringealis ventralis (vS). The rationale for
associating our variable enXIIvs with the activity of vS is that despite
recent reports of synergistic contributions of different motor ges-
tures to achieve frequency modulation (Alonso et al., 2014), vS is
concurrent with frequency control, especially in those species in
which oscillations are born in Hopf bifurcations. Notice that sylla-
ble related non-homogeneity in HVC projecting neurons was
reported initially in juveniles and remained significant in adults
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(Okubo et al., 2015). The bursts described here coexist with the
continuous components previously described.

In this work we assume the same activity patterns of enXIIvs in
both hemispheres. Yet there could be differences in right and left
vS activities for complex syllables involving bilateral control. In
that case, as in the gating gestures in our model, the activity would
be the result of a direct input from the IA leading to a fast modu-
lation of enXIIvs on one side, and a contralateral slower thalamic
modulation of the enXIIvs on the other side. This would give rise to
sequential patterns on both sides of the syrinx and lead to different
vS activities.

In this work we show that, by adjusting only the relative
weights of the inputs to nXII, the distributed activity patterns asso-
ciated to a pressure pulse will drive nXII to generate the appropri-
ate solutions in order to produce canary song. It is interesting to
note that the gating patterns are intimately associated with the
tension patterns: what controls the tension of one side, fed to
the contralateral gating muscles, generates the minimal instruc-
tions that the syrinx requires to synthesize the appropriate song.
Moreover, there is a close relationship between the pressure pat-
terns and the tension patterns. In other words, this model depicts
a scene in which essentially similar instructions, driving pressure,
tension and gating muscles drive a biomechanical device to syn-
thesize realistic canary songs.
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